ARTS IMPACT—ARTS-INFUSED INSTITUTE LESSON PLAN (YR2-MAP)

SEVENTH GRADE—LESSON THREE: Kites: Balance and Contrast: Shapes and Colors
Artist-Mentor – Meredith Essex

Grade Level: 7th

Enduring Understanding
Symmetry of shapes creates visual balance.
A complementary color palette creates contrast.
Art
Target: Uses pattern to make sail and keel.
Criteria: Traces and cuts graphite paper and Tyvek to same size with smooth clean edges leaving
lines visible.
Art
Target: Transfers symmetrical geometric design to surface.
Criteria: Aligns, layers, and paper-clips together enlarged pattern on one-inch grid paper, graphite
transfer paper (white side up), and Tyvek shapes, then traces lines.
Art
Target: Creates contrast in interior design.
Criteria: Uses a color palette based on one pair of complementary colors (keel and sail surface
decoration).
Art
Target: Uses craftsmanship in drawing.
Criteria: Uses straightedge to draw surface design front and back.
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Session I
Materials
Small and large rulers, scissors, paper clips (10 per
student), ball point pens, My Kite Journal (MKJ)
graphite transfer paper 20x26, Tyvek cut diagonally
to accommodate 2 kite sails and keels

Learning Targets
• Uses pattern to make sail and keel.
• Transfers symmetrical geometric design to
surface.

Do Now
Find and correctly label the right angles (90 degrees) on these Delta sail and keel shapes.
What happens when the ratio/proportion stays the same and the shapes are enlarged or
reduced? MKJ 8-8
Activities/Prompts
Big Math and Art Ideas
• Layer 90 degree angle corners of kite sail
Ratio and proportion, right angles, scalene right
pattern (design side up) for top, graphite
triangle, isosceles triangle, scale factor, symmetry,
transfer paper (dark gray side down) for the polygons, similar figures
middle, and Tyvek kite material. Paper clip
the congruent/symmetrical sides of the
isosceles triangle sail.
•

Draw line along base on transfer paper
using ruler. Cut through all layers along
base of kite/isosceles triangle, letting line
show, then paper clip layers along base.

•

Trace keel pattern on graphite paper and
Tyvek, cut out and layer the same way as
sail, and paper clip together.

•

Use a ball-point pen and ruler to trace over
every line made in your design/pattern for
sail and keel. This transfers the design to
both sides of the Tyvek.

•

Mark the 90 degree angle on your keel with
a square with circle inside (this is where the
attachment point/hole for kite line will be).

Closure /Self Assessment
Students self-check to confirm that design is
completely transferred to sail and keel before
removing paper clips and taking layers apart.

Assessment Criteria
o Traces and cuts graphite paper and Tyvek to
same size with smooth clean edges leaving
lines visible.
o Aligns, layers, and paper-clips together
Students save Tyvek scraps for practice the next
enlarged pattern on one-inch grid paper,
day. Scraps, sail and keel pattern, Tyvek, and MKJ
graphite transfer paper (white side up), and
are returned to zipper bags.
Tyvek shapes, then traces lines.
Next Steps/Follow up Needs Once designs are transferred, remove paper clips, collect and store
graphite transfer paper for re-use.
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Session II
Materials
Learning Targets
Small and large rulers,
• Creates contrast in interior design.
primary, secondary, black/brown/gray color, permanent
• Uses craftsmanship in drawing.
markers, Tyvek scraps, My Kite Journal,
2-gallon zipper (ex: Ziploc bags)
Resources Individual color wheels and poster TAM or
SAM resources showing complementary color geometric
designs
Do Now
Draw each of these figures on grid paper after they have been increased or decreased by the given scale
factor. MKJ 8-9
Activities/Prompts
• Lay a pen or pencil down so it divides the gray circle
in the middle of your color wheel in half. Notice the
colors that your pen or pencil points to on opposite
sides. These are complementary color pairs; they
create contrast when placed together.
•

Where else do we see complementary
colors? uniforms for sports teams,
signs, buildings)? MKJ 8-10
Look at TAM and cultural resources. Where are
complementary colors placed together? What is the
effect?

•

Choose a complementary color pair as a basis for the
color palette for all surfaces of your kite.

•

Practice drawing different kinds and thicknesses of
complementary color lines with a straight edge on
your Tyvek scraps. Note color can seep through to
other side.

•

Every time you add a line or color to one side of the
line of symmetry on the sail, make sure it is in
reflection or balance on the other side: use even pen
strokes on one symmetry side then the other side to
keep the reflection.

Add detail through adding stippling of dots or marks.
As you draw edges of geometric shapes, always use
a straightedge.
Closure /Self Assessment
Students complete self- checklist and
reflect: What are some of the
challenges of creating symmetry?
Where do you see high color contrast? MKJ 8-10

Big Math and Art Ideas
Symmetry, polygons, isosceles triangle, scalene triangle,
similar figures, balance, symmetry,
contrast/complementary colors

•

Assessment Criteria
o Uses a color palette based on one pair of
complementary colors (keel and sail surface
decoration).
o Uses straightedge to draw surface design front and
back.

Next Steps/Follow up Needs Students may need up to three class periods to complete designs in
marker on front and back of sail and keel. Manage time well and leave 25-30% of designs uncolored.
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Session I
DO NOW WARM-UP
Find and correctly label the right angles (90 degrees) on these Delta sail and keel shapes. What
happens when the ratio/proportion stays the same and the shapes are enlarged or reduced?
MKJ 8-8
1. Demonstrates layering 90 degree angle corners of kite sail pattern, graphite transfer paper
and Tyvek kite material, then cuts through all layers along base of kite/isosceles triangle.
Guides students in process. Prompts: We are going to be using graphite transfer paper to transfer
our one-inch grid paper patterns onto Tyvek material (which will become our actual kites). Graphite is the
writing material inside pencils, and the dark gray side of the transfer paper is a coating of graphite—it
goes face down (white side up) on the surface we want to transfer to. Tyvek is spun Olefin—a material
used in construction, manufacturing, even air-mail envelopes. Tyvek is lightweight, waterproof and easy to
draw on with a marker. One thing you cannot do on Tyvek is erase (it damages the fibers), so we will be
using craftsmanship and accuracy in transferring our designs to this material.

I am finding the 90 degree angle corner (vertex) of the graphite paper and the Tyvek: Now I place
graphite paper dark gray side down (white side up) on Tyvek, aligning the 90 degree angles. Now I
layer/align the 90 degree corner of my grid paper sail pattern (design side up) with graphite paper and
Tyvek. I make sure the edges/sides that intersect to form the 90 degree angle are lined up, then paper
clip all layers together on the sides of the isosceles triangle leaving the base free. Then I align ruler with
the base of kite pattern and draw a line across transfer paper. Now opening scissors fully, I cut along the
edge of that line, letting it show, and cut through graphite paper and Tyvek layers along the base of the
sail. I paper clip the base edge layers together also so they do not slide around when I transfer design.
Student: Observes demonstration, layers and cuts out pattern, graphite transfer paper and Tyvek sail.
Embedded Assessment: Criteria-based teacher checklist
2. Demonstrates tracing keel pattern on graphite paper and Tyvek, cutting out, and aligning
in order to transfer keel design. Guides students in process. Prompts: Notice I am tracing around
the keel shape on Tyvek and on graphite paper. I am using scraps left over from cutting out the sail. I cut
out both shapes, then make a sandwich of all three layers: first Tyvek, then transfer paper with dark gray
side down (white side up), and then one-inch grid paper pattern side up as we did with the sail. All edges
need to be aligned as perfectly as possible—then I paper clip all layers together on all three sides. I save
graphite paper (we can re-use it for more kites) and Tyvek scraps (to practice drawing on).
Student: Observes demonstration, traces, cuts, layers and aligns all components for keel using paper clips.
Embedded Assessment: Criteria-based self-assessment
3. Demonstrates transferring geometric sail and keel design to Tyvek. Guides students as
they transfer designs. Prompts: Mathematical accuracy is very important here. Using a ball-point pen
and a straightedge, I trace over every line made in my design/pattern on 1-inch grid paper. You will be
amazed to see that this transfers the design to both sides of my Tyvek—important because you will be
developing designs on both sides of the sail and keel (so your kite will be exciting to look at from many
points of view). Notice how I am constantly making sure that the layers stay aligned by carefully adjusting
positions of the paper clips so I can trace over each line. Press hard! Remember to use craftsmanship and
accuracy by always aligning a straightedge with each line as you draw it with the ball point pen. Mark the
90 degree angle on your keel with a square with circle inside (this is the attachment point for kite line).
Student: Observes demonstration and transfers design to Tyvek sail and keel using tools.
Embedded Assessment: Criteria-based teacher checklist
4. Guides students in confirming that design is fully transferred. Prompts: Peek at your Tyvek to
make sure that all design lines are transferred before removing paper clips and taking layers apart. Save
the graphite transfer paper—it can be reused.
Student: Confirms transfer of design.
Embedded Assessment: Criteria-based student self-assessment
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Session II
Teaching and Learning Strategies
DO NOW WARM-UP
Draw each of these figures on grid paper after they have been increased or decreased by the
given scale factor. MKJ 8-9
1. Re-introduces visual art concept of contrast through use of complementary colors via
discussion of TAM/SAM resources, Plateau Native American beadwork, and West African
textiles. Prompts: Lay a pen or pencil down so it divides the gray circle in the middle of your color wheel
in half. Notice the colors that your pen or pencil points to on opposite sides: these are complementary
color pairs. Complementary colors have a special relationship: they intensify each other and create
contrast when placed together. When your kite is way up in the sky, you want it to be seen! What have
you visualized so far for your kite? Blue/orange, yellow/violet, or green/red? Where else do we see
complementary color combinations (in the MKJ color reproductions): uniforms for sports teams, signs,
buildings. Also look at examples of Native American beadwork from Plateau tribes of Washington and
Oregon, and these examples of textiles from West Africa. Where are complementary colors placed
together? What is the effect?
Student: Observes and discusses color relationships. Finds complementary pairs on MKJ 8-10.
2. Demonstrates selecting a complementary color palette (from the color wheel)
for contrast in kite surface decoration; selects markers within that color pair range. Prompts:
Notice that I am selecting orange and blue for my basic complementary color pair. You will be choosing a
complementary color pair as a basis for the color palette for all surfaces of your kite. Color palette
means “choice” of colors or range of colors that an artist uses in a work of art. You may also use black,
gray or brown in combination with your complementary color pair. Also leaving about 25-30% of your kite
design white cuts down on coloring time and adds additional contrast to your design. Think about leaving
some white areas that are not colored.
Student: Selects complementary color palette.
3. Demonstrates using straight edge and marker to practice on scraps, adds color to
geometric shapes on Tyvek kite sail and keel. Guides students in problem-solving challenges
presented by drawing on both sides of the material on scraps. Prompts: I am practicing drawing
different kinds and thickness of complementary color lines with a straight edge on my Tyvek scraps. Note
that we are creating designs in permanent marker on both sides of the keel and sail pieces and the color
can seep or transfer through. I do not have to have front and back of sail or keel exactly the same colors,
but I will want to consider that as I plan and add color.
Student: Observes demonstration, practices with markers on Tyvek.
4. Guides students in using color on kite sail and keel. Demonstrates creating symmetrical
detail using marker techniques. Prompts: Don’t forget about color symmetry. Every time you add a
line or color on one side of the spine or line of symmetry on the sail, make sure it is in reflection or
balance on the other side of the line of symmetry—even reflecting the direction of pen strokes as you fill
in a shape with color is an important part of craftsmanship. You can add detail (as long as it is
symmetrical!) through adding stippling of dots or marks; this can be a form of “shading” or suggesting
value using pens. As you draw edges of geometric shapes, use a straightedge tool to guide drawing. Keep
checking back and front making sure that all designs/colors/lines work together.
Student: Uses complementary colors in symmetrical design on both sides of Tyvek sail and keel.
Embedded Assessment: Criteria-based self-assessment
5. Facilitates criteria-based class self check and critique. Prompts: Think about and share some of
the ways that you used craftsmanship in your drawing. What are some of the challenges of
creating symmetry? Where do you see high color contrast in your design or other’s designs?
Student: Reflects, responds, and self assesses. MKJ 8-10
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Vocabulary

Materials and Community Resources

WA Essential Learnings & Frameworks

Arts Infused:
Enlarge
Geometric shape
Pattern
Proportion
Scale
Symmetry

Museum Artworks
Diamond in the Square – Sunshine and Shadow
Variation Pattern Quilt, c. 1935, Gift of “The Great
Women of Lancaster”

Arts State Grade Level Expectations
AEL 1.1 concepts
Geometric shape
Complementary Color

Bars – Wild Goose Chase Pattern Quilt, c. 1920, Gift
of Irene N. Walsh

Math:
Base
Isosceles triangle
Ratio
Reflection
Right angle
Scalene triangle
Side

Lone Star Pattern Quilt, c. 1920, Gift of Irene N.
Walsh

AEL 1.1.2 composition
Symmetry/balance
Contrast

Arts
Balance
Complementary colors
Composition
Contrast
Craftsmanship
Graphite transfer paper
Palette
Stippling
Kite:
Keel
Sail

Additional Resources:
Color wheel poster
Small student-size color wheels
Blue, green, orange, red, violet and yellow paper (cut
from colored file folders) for complementary color
demonstration purposes

Kites for Everyone: How to Make and Fly Them by
Margaret Gregor, Dover Books, 2000
Delta Kite Design Formula by Tony Cyphert
Art Materials:
Pencils
Ball point pens
Graphite transfer paper 20x26
Tyvek: both cut diagonally to accommodate two 24
inch kite sails and keels
Small paper clips (10 per student)
Large and small ruler
Variety of permanent markers in a range of primary
and secondary colors, black, brown, gray/neutrals
2-gallon zipper (ex: Ziploc) storage bags or plastic
garbage bags can be used to protect desks.

AEL 1.2 skills and techniques
Drawing
Cutting
AEL 4.2 connections between the arts and other
content areas
Explains relationships between the arts and other
content areas
Math State Grade Level Expectations
7.2.D proportionality and similarity
Makes scale drawings and solves problems related
to scale
7.2.H proportionality and similarity
Determines whether or not a relationship is
proportional and explains reasoning
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SEVENTH GRADE—LESSON THREE: Kites: Balance and Contrast: Shapes and Colors
ASSESSMENT WORKSHEET
Disciplines
Concept
Students

ART
KITE KEEL AND SAIL
Cuts Shapes

Traces and cuts
graphite paper
and Tyvek to
same size

Cuts smooth
clean edges
leaving lines
visible

CONTRAST

Transfers
Geometric Design

Shapes and Colors

SKILLS AND
TECHNIQUES
Craftsmanship

Aligns, layers,
paper-clips
pattern pieces
together and
traces lines

Uses color palette
based on one pair
of complementary
colors

Uses
straightedge to
draw surface
front and back

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
Total
Percentage
Criteria-based Reflection Questions: (Note examples of student reflections on back.)
What are some of the challenges of creating symmetry? Where do you see high color contrast?
Thoughts about Learning:
Which prompts best communicated concepts? Which lesson dynamics helped or hindered learning?
Lesson Logistics:
Which classroom management techniques supported learning?
Teacher:

Date:
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Total
5
Points

